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1 General questions about the course

1.1 I am a student of

- Other (0)
- Elektrotechnik Ma. (3)
- Informatik Ma. (1)
- Tech. Inf. Ma. (1)
- Human Factors Ma. (2)

1.2 I attend the course as...

- Elective subject (4)
- Compulsory subject (2)
- Required subject (1)
1.3 I attend the course...

- because of special interest in the topic
- because of the lecturer
- because it was recommended to me
- because my friends also attend it
- because I need a Certificate of Achievements ('Schein')

1.4 So far I have completed that much percent of the courses required for my degree...
1.5 The required knowledge was...

![Bar chart showing completely present vs not present]

1.6 In did not have knowledge regarding:

- coding
1.7  The proportion of the appointments I was present is approximately...

1.8  I was not always present, because:

- other courses required some time at the lecture time.
- I didn’t like the lectures. Especially the presentation style
- another course
- of other appointments
- mich die Vortragsstile der Vortragenden leider wenig angesprochen haben.
1.9 The weekly expenditure of time required for this course in addition to lectures and exercises is approximately...

1.10 Compared with other courses this course was...
2 Theoretical part / Course

2.1 The amount of content to learn in this course was...

![Bar chart showing too much content was rated highest.]

2.2 The pace of the lecture was...

![Bar chart showing appropriate pace was rated highest.]


2.3 The course gave me an actual overview of the topic.

2.4 The lecturer could raise interest in the topic.
2.5 Everything was presented in an understandable way

2.6 Interdisciplinary connections were obvious.
2.7 Questions were answered in an understandable way.

2.8 Examples helped to understand.
2.9 The practical relevance of the substance was recognizable.

2.10 The use of media (computer presentation, blackboard, slide images) was adequate.
3 Practical part

3.1 The level of the exercises was...

3.2 The exercises built on the lecture.
3.3 The exercises helped to understand the subject.

3.4 I actively participated in the group work.
4  Practical part / Support

4.1  The tutor was well skilled in the topic.

4.2  Questions were answered by the tutor in an understandable way.
5 Practical part / Discussion

5.1 Discussions helped to understand the subject.
6 Practical part / Independent work

6.1 The assessments were understandable.
### 7 Test

#### 7.1 I am planning the following time for exam preparation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.2 For the exams I am learning in a group.

- **almost always**
- **almost never**

![Bar chart](image)
8 Course Summary

8.1 The presented topics were consistent with the courses description.

8.2 The goals of this course were...
8.3 They were recognizable/ not recognizable, because:
   • No Content

8.4 The accompanying material (book, script, . . . ) was...

8.5 The accompanying material was helpful/ not helpful, because:
   • Powerpoint presentations are not a good type of material to learn from. They are good for the lectures, but at home and in preparation for the exams, actual scripts would be beneficial.
   • It was helpful, because I have been able to read in whole sentences. It was not helpful in the way that there are a lot of mistakes in the script and slides and additionally grammar mistakes which made it quite hard to understand some information
   • Es ist sehr nett, dass ein zusätzliches Skript zur Verfügung gestellt wird. Leider ist es voller sprachlicher Fehler, was das Verständnis teilweise stark erschwert.

8.6 The following topics should be discussed more extensively:
   • No Content

8.7 The following topics should be discussed less extensively:
   • No Content

8.8 I liked particularly:
   • The part about attention and the human brain.
   • practical part
   • Das Projekt mit der kinect war cool.
8.9 I disliked particularly:

- That the practical part was so fixated on a specific use cases. I would have liked, if you have the chance to choose your own project. The project we all had to do could be used as a standard project everyone can make, if they have no better idea.

- Vortragsstile könnten mitreißender sein* das Testat war sehr schwer: viele Detail-Fragen, die nicht wirklich auf Verständnis abzielen und die man vielleicht auch nicht wirklich auswendig beantworten können muss?

8.10 I believe that the topics are useful for my future study / work.

8.11 Further comments or requests:

- Wenn ein Video abgespielt wird, sollte der Vortragende dabei nicht reden (oder eben das Video ohne Ton abspielen)!
8.12 Following this course, my interest in this subject:

- increased
- not influenced
- reduced

8.13 My interest increased/ decreased because:
- Leider waren wie gesagt die Vorträge nicht gerade mitreißend.

8.14 Compared to other courses the quality of this course was...
8.15 I would recommend this course.

8.16 I would recommend/ not recommend this course, because:

- I would recommend it to people interested in this topic, that have some prior knowledge. For people without much knowledge in this topic i think the lecture and exercise would be too much, as the lectures seem kinda unfinished and the practical part would be too work intensive if you have no prior programming experience and have to take other courses too. Despite the fact, that it is absolutely possible to learn it for this course, it is just too much then in my opinion. (i had experience with c++ and java, so it wasn't that hard in my case).

- more practical in future life

- Ja wegen der Projektarbeit und nein wegen der Vorlesungen.

8.17 Further comments:

- Maybe it would be good to mention in the course description, that programming experience in an object orientated language would be beneficial, but not mandatory.
8.18 My overall impression of the course:

8.19 Is there something important that was not asked in this survey?
- Ich finde in der VL, alles ist allgemein. Aber in der Prüfung geht es zu detailisert!